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Some people believe that a country should have the moral obligation to help 
the other country and some of the people think that exist the misspending of 
the government and the aid money can not be got by the poor. What is your 
opinion? 

 
 

In this modern age, a lot of industrial countries develop and progress permanently 
and as fast as lightning. Some other countries, in spite of this fact, are un-developed 
and poor – dealing with numerous troubles there. For this purpose, other countries 
constitute some organizations to help the poor people, and supply   some principle 
and significant requisites, and they even allocate annual budgets   for the  poor  
governments. While some people think, their country should aid other poor countries; 
surprisingly there are groups of people who believe that this money-aid can not be 
granted the poor. From where I stand, this is a controversial issue, however, I tend to 
take side with the first group. 
 
First of all ,  the humanity and responsibility  commands us  to help each other ,and 
all of human are  analogously .Also,  we should not have any discrimination between 
the mankind ; this responsibility and commitment  obligates us to   think  about other 
people and try to prepare their  basic , primitive  and every-day- needs, such as: 
foods , clothes , suitable Shelter. We know, however, in some countries some  
people consume   resources more than adequate their needs , which  can survive  a 
lot of hungry children. For instance, in some wealthy Arabic Countries, the 
extravagant food supply they serve for a normal banquet is so much that it is enough 
for feeding one whole day in a village in a poor African country. This is not justifiable 
for any human being. 
 
Although  some countries ship  considerable sum of  money  and goods for those 
countries, a lot of this assistances do not reach to poor – hungry people and 
children–  because the government use it for their  private aims  ; hence ,some 
groups think that it is un-useful   work to help them ,but I think if there are some 
committee which arrange   and control  it , they will ensure  that  the miserable 
people get their aides. 
 
 To conclude, I whole –heartedly believe that all human should help aide each other, 
heedless of their nationality, religion, color or race. Also, we should restrict some 
abusive people who are used to ignoring others – they tend to do anything to comfort 
themselves.  
 


